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When asked about how a world
would look where older people feel
safe, valued and respected, the
community told us:
• Everyone is afforded respect and value
beyond their perceived economic ‘value’

•

•

A holistic approach to health and
wellbeing is taken –approaches that give
meaning and enrich lives through social
connection, intergenerational programs,
physical activity, volunteering, connection
to nature, the arts, enjoyment of pets,
and cultivating community, belonging and
sense of meaning.
Society and services are geared at looking
after the most vulnerable community
members, including adult children going
through difficult times, which can relieve
the care ‘burden’ from ageing parents

•

Courageous conversations are embraced
– normalisation and celebration of ageing
in all its forms, planning for second half of
life and addressing the stigma and fear
around end of life.

•

Interdependency is fostered – shifting
from individualism to being more
community minded with a shared value
of value of looking out for and helping
those in need.

For more information on the OPERA Project,
including key findings and recommendations
together with short community videos
promoting positive ageing please visit opera.
eclc.com.au
Eastern Community Legal Centre
acknowledges the support of the
Victorian Government.
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What is OPERA?

imagine a camera that is zoomed in close,

The OPERA project aims to gain a deeper

zooming out and seeing the bigger picture;

understanding of how older people in

about understanding the social structures,

Melbourne’s east experience

beliefs and attitudes in society that feed a

“We are currently in an age-centric culture.
Where ageism is both widespread and ubiquitous.
It hides in plain sight, subtle unnoticed, accepted.
We need to change that.”

primary prevention is the opposite, it’s about

discrimination based on their age –

- EveryAGE Counts, The Real Old

myth that young is better than ‘old’ and that

otherwise known as ageism.

some groups in society should be afforded

At its core it’s about promoting a society

greater value than others. It is these social

where all people, regardless of age, feel

‘norms’ that can lead to people excusing their

valued, safe and respected. Through

harmful and sometimes abusive behaviour

community consultation and co-design

towards older people. Primary prevention

approaches, OPERA elevates the voices of

asks the question: how did we get here and

older people – from the barriers experienced

what needs to change?

to being able to participate equally in society
to celebrating the key attributes that enrich
daily lives.

The OPERA Project

Disrespect of older people can start in small,

•

Consulted with over 300 older people

seemingly insignificant ways, from birthday

and workers in Melbourne’s eastern region

cards filled with ageist humour about memory

to explore their experiences of ageism

loss, failing eyesight or physical capacity,

and their perceptions and understanding

to joking about having a “senior’s moment”

of the underlying causes

when you misplaced the keys. At the extreme
end, disrespect can lead to abuse or harm of

•

What did the Community
tell OPERA?

financial, physical or sexual abuse, or neglect.

techniques to highlight and challenge

What is Primary
Prevention?

ageist behaviour

hospitality environment).

noted negative associations and portrayals

Many older community members felt that the

of ageing depicted with a sense of decline,

‘why’ behind their experiences of disrespect

vulnerability, dependence, loss of identity

negative attitudes that can lead to

disrespect, impatience, feeling invisible

being overlooked or served last in retail /

cards to shopping malls. Many people

of 9 short videos that use story-telling

community or family members – including

(e.g. heavy grand-parenting roles and

ageing – from media, movies, birthday

people who informed the production

older people. This could include emotional,

Negative attitudes and behaviours from

and heavy expectations on their time

A snapshot of findings:
• Negative images and stereotypes of

Conducted workshops with older

•

and irrelevance.

and discrimination on the basis of age, in part,
related to the sense that in society, a person’s

Barriers to participation and accessibility

‘value’ is directly linked to a person’s income

Developed and designed information and

- through the built environment, public

and their capacity to contribute economically

OPERA is also about the primary prevention

resources for the community, including

transport and technology, along with

through an earned wage. “It’s about what you

of abuse against older people. This means

a new OPERA website, the OPERA videos

barriers in obtaining and maintaining

can do for society. If you’re not contributing

preventing abuse before it occurs. If you

and reports on findings

employment, and;

financially, then you’re not of value”
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